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Many factors have come together to influence public opinion on nuclear

power. Much of the hostility, where it exists, represents public attitudes

to our industrial society generally and nuclear power has in many ways become

a symbol of large scale industry, which, although essential to our industrial

way of life is nevertheless disliked by a proportion of the population. Large

industry, the concrete jungle, the remoteness of the ever-growing bureaucracy

and the feeling of inability to control the destiny of our society, all contribute

to public attitudes. Furthermore the great freedom of speech and expression

of opinion which is now accepted in Western Democracies leads to more

criticism of the way our societies are run. Increasing education and affluence

have led to a greater questioning of everything proposed by the management

of the country using management in its very widest context to include

Government, local authorities, Trade Unions, professional management, and

so on. Because the criticism of nuclear power represents in many cases

a wider criticism of the management of our society in general, much of

the hostility is emotional rather than logical and the knowledge that

radiation can cause cancer and genetic damage reinforces this emotional

opposition.

Nuclear power originated - at least as far as the public is concerned - ;

with the atomic bomb, and this leaves the suspicion that vast damage could

be caused if, in spite of what the scientists say, the whole thing somehow got out

of control. Furthermore the fact that the human senses do not react to

radiation denies the public the ability to use its great store of common sense to

judge the safety or otherwise of low level radiation, nuclear waste and discharag

from nuclear Installations. We cannot feel, see, hear, taste or smell

radiation. If we could it is probable that there would be no anti-nuclear

movement at all. As it is the public have to make their judgments on what they

are told by other people and since they are told many conflicting stories their

concern is understandable.
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Running any organisation that has to conduct its affairs with a high!

degree of public exposure involves substantial additional problems for '

management. One example is that certain aspects become newsworthy atf

attract attention and criticism out of perspective with the totality of the

operation. This is well illustrated by a statement made recently by the

Chief Commissioner of Police for London who said:-

"When the press or television highlight a corruption enquiry - as the;

have every right to do - the fact that most police officers are honest

men and women doing a difficult and demanding job tends to get

overlooked. "

To convert this same remark into nuclear terms one wo uld say:

"When the press or television report a leak of radioactivity from

a reprocessing plant - as they have every ri ght to do - the fact

that no-one was hurt or that the rest of the nuclear industry was

operating day in, day out, without incident also gets overlooked. "

The problems of public acceptance of many things in our society are

complex. Those who have the responsibility for running organisations

that are in the public eye - for whatever reason - must pay great attention

to public attitudes and conduct the affairs of their organisations in a way

that is fully acceptable to our society. We must be meticulously honest

about what we say and what we do. I have made this point on many occasic

in relation to the nuclear industry and the Chief Commissioner of Police

has said the same thing in relation to the Police.

For those who criticise the organisations concerned - and no

organisation can be so perfect as to be above criticism - and particularly i

in the media who have such great power in influencing public opinion I

would ask- that they too should do their very best to achieve the highest •

standards of honesty. It i s , of course, not enough for them to be able to

claim that what is said is true. They must also ensure that the public is

not misled by selective reporting or by omission. "With the best will in the

world this is not an easy thing to do and we should be the first to acknowl

it. It i s , however, a major problem for the nuclear industry where even

smallest incidents get the widest publicity.
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Of all modern industries, nuclear power is perhaps the one which stirs tl

greatest passions between its supporters and opponents. It is the industry

about which Governments of all western democracies are the most sensitive.

Governments are sensitive because the public is sensitive and Government's

job is after all to try and create the society the public wants. What sort

of society does the public want? It presumably wants a prosperous society,

a caring society, a clean society and and without the ugliness and pollution

that typifies some industries and cities.

The advances made possible by the application of technology in the •

last fifty years have been so great that by comparison with those earlier

times, these objectives of our society have to all intents and purposes

been met. In the past warmth in the winter meant smoke in the cities

and sewers beneath the streets meant pollution in the rivers. The

application of technology and engineering to our society has overcome

the need for thse particular trade-offs. We can now be warm in winter

and have clean cities. We can lave sewers beneath the streets and have

clean rivers again. But there are another set of trade offs and another

set of problems and there always will be. The iproblem in the energy field

is that a prosperous industrial society needs a vast aincunt of energy to keep

it going and, as the most easily accessible and convenient sources of energy get

used up, the cost of alternative supplies becomes much greater.

There is no way In which the amounts of energy required for our

industrial society can be collected, distributed and used without some hazard and

disadvantage somewhere. .The burning of wood has resulted in the destruction of

much of the world's forest with major detriment to the fertility of the land.

The burning of coal necessitated what was in the past an extremely hazardous,

perhaps even the most hazardous, industry and caused axtrerne air pollution.

Even clean hydro power has resulted in many dam failures and, in some, very

substantial numbers of people being killed.

Every decision, everything we build, everything we do involves some

trade off somewhere. This is nowhere more true than in the field of energy

whether it is production, consumption or conservation. There is no black,

there is no white, only various shades of grey.
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Most electrical utilities in the industrialised world would prefer to

build nuclear plants instead of fossil-fuelled plants. Having done all their

calculations they have come to the conclusion that nuclear plants will

produce the cheaper electricity and moreover they believe that there is

less likelihood of interruption to fuel supply in the future. In the mid west

states of America and the eastern states of Australia, coal can be produce

very cheaply indeed from open cut mines and in-these areas coal fired

stations can be operated very economically. In virtually all other places

where the utility has to pay the world price for energy and where substantif

units of capacity are needed, the nuclear option is preferred.

It i s , of course, possible to dispute any figure or any analysis.

Perhaps all these utilities are wrong. Perhaps they have all been seduced

by the nuclear industry. It i s , however, very unlikely.

The safety record of the nuclear indus try has been extraordinarily go

by any industrial standard even including Three Mile Island. But public

concern is still there. The British Government in 1S78 asked the Health

and Safety Executive for an assessment of the relative safety of the

different ways of generating the electricity we need. The result, which has

drawn on reports from the U. S. , Canada, France, Sweden as well as

the U. K. was not unexpected: " . . . within the obvious limits of these

estimates, suitably sited, constructed and maintained nuclear systems of

the types reviewed, involve no more and probably less risk, than oil or coa

burning stations taking into account the whole fuel cycle. ".

Whatever the logic of the analysis carried out by the electrical utilities, wh

the logic of the comparative safety studies carried out by the British Health

and Safety Executive and similar studies carried out in other countries, we

recognise that there is still a degree of genuine concern by the public. This

concern has virtually stopped the nuclear programmes in the U. S. and Gern

and has slowed development very significantly in most other countries.

It would be easy to attempt to put all the blame on the media and televi

in particular, but this would be both unfair and would fail to explain why it ii

nuclear plants and not petrochemical plants that have been singled out in the

public mind in spite of the fact that it is petrochemical plants that have caus

the greatest industrial accidents in recent years.
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It has been said that it was the bomb that caused the initial anti-nuclmr

concern. But the bomb was 36 years ago. Commercial nuclear power started

25 years ago and the anti-nuclear movement only about 8 years ago. There

is no doubt a fear of a really big disaster. Nuclear fuel does after all contain

a great amount of energy and, depending upon the way it is used, can make a

vastly powerful weapon of war or generate an enormous amount of electricity.

We must never forget that the public are more interested in, and more

concerned about, the infrequent large disaster than the numerous small

accidents which collectively kill far more people and do much more damage.

The media reflect the public attitudes. One has only to compare the headlines

about an aircraft accident or major fire with the total lack of public interest

in the large number of people killed every day on the roads to see that this

is so. In spite of all the probability analysis that has been done in relation

to accidents to nuclear installations and the reassurance that these analyses

have given the public are much more likely to ask "What is the worst that could

happen?11. Here it is very easy for those opposed to nuclear power to cause

great, and I believe quite unjustifiable concern. Very many large installations,

and particularly chemical plants, fertiliser factories and hydro dams,

have, under the worst possible conditions, the potential of doing great damage and

killing large numbers of people. Nuclear power installations, in terms

of the consequences of a major accident, are not significantly different from

many industrial plants which attract no public interest and cause no public

concern at all.

The world's nuclear power industry has a great deal to be proud of

and very little of which it should feel ashamed. Its record has been very

good by comparison with all other energy industries. The greatest risk ;
i

in nuclear electricity is not the nuclear power station or its fuel cycle but '

getting electrocuted at home or at work. i

But we have not been perfect and it is nonsense and counterproductive j
to pretend that we have. No industry connected with energy or transport or !

i
construction or chemicals or even medicine has evolved without problems,

i

misjudgraents, accidents and people being injured or killed. Nuclear power j

is no different except that the number of accidents and the number of people

injured or killed has been lower than could reasonably have been expected by

comparison with other comparable industries.



highly responsible, in spite of occasional misjudgruents and lapsesK •

since people are not Infallible, misjtidgments and lapses will occurs

in the future. ;,

But our public presentation has not been as good as it should Is

been. Our response to criticism has too often been to heap even roo'

safety on what we are doing whether or not it was necessary or justili*

Our response to the charge thatouclear waste was dangerous was to ̂

to bury it half a mile deep in solid rock. To say in one breath that it

is of no danger but we are going to bury it half a mile deep does not ŝ

convincing. We still seem to want to show how clever we are by talkto

in our own nuclear jargon instead of talking to the public in the ordinar,

language that the public uses and understands. This is not in our real

Interests. We do not want the image of an industry run by brilliant but

half mad scientists. It is not run that way. It is run b}r ordinary

conscientious, hard-working men and women trying to provide eiectrici

reliably and economically for us to use.

In attempting to argue our case we must always keep in mind the

which influence public opinion against nuclear power. My own list of t"

important are:

1. As a symbol of and a reaction against the centralised, bureaucr?

concrete jangle aspects of our industrialised society.

2. The fear of the very big accident stimulated b}? the history of the

bomb and actively played upon by nuclear opponents.

3. A fear of radiation because they cannot sense it themselves and !

to reply upon what others tell them.

4. A worry about nuclear waste through lack of understanding and a

poor presentation of the issues by the nuclear industry.

To overcome this public concern the industry must do several things:

1. It must be more articulate in speaking to the public in a language

public understands and not in unintelligible nuclear jargon.

2. The Industry must be strictly accurate and truthful in all stated

Inaccurate and careless statements cause great trouble when the

brought to light as they inevitably are.
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3. If the industry believes the case it is putting forward is sound it

should defend the proposal and not promise to do even more to buy

off criticism. To do so only leads to greater demands and the industry

has already promised to do far more than is sensible or justifiable

in many areas.

There is no magic solution to public acceptance of nuclear power.

Acceptance will either have to wait until the energy situation is desperate

or until the industry puts enough work and effort into presenting afld defending

its case to convince all objective people that what we are doing is safe and the

best way of obtaining the energy we need.

The world is in a situation where the energy industries have a

temporary surplus of capacity because the capacity that they have today

was planned in the high growth era pre-1973. Furthermore higher energy

prices have encouraged conservation and the world recession has diminished

demand.

But the world population continues to grow by 60,000,000 people every

year and everywhere efforts are being made to achieve a higher standard

of living. Energy shortages are bound to recur. Nuclear power is as

essential today as it was seen to be in its heyday eight years ago. IT we

are to get ahead again quickly we must get on with the job of presenting and

defending our case better than we have done in the past.

Perhaps I could finish by showing a short extract of a film made

by the Sandia laboratories on the testing «of transport containers. The

method is probably not very good scientifically. It is very understandable

to the public. Let us try and make our own arguments as clear.


